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ABSTRACT

Raman spectra have been measured for several nitrates, nitrites,
sulfates, ferrocyanides and ferricyanides, both in the solid phase and in
aqueous solution. Accurate locations of peak maxima are given. Limits of
detection for some of the compounds are given for solutions and for solid
mixtures in NaNO.. Preliminary measurements have been made on core material
recovered from t_e storage tanks on the Hanford Site. Representative spectra
are presented, showing that it is possible to observe responses of individual
components from measurements made directly on untreated cores using a fiber
optic sampling probe.

INTRODUCTION

This is a report of a study that is aimed at direct chemical analysis of
mixtures of salts based on the Raman response of several complex anions. The
target anions are sulfate, nitrite, phosphate, ferrocyanide, and ferricyanide,
which will be present as minor constituents in samples that are mainly sodium
nitrate as the solid, in solution, or both. In the liquid state, samples are
assumed to be strongly alkaline. This sample matrix is taken because it
matches the conditions that are found in the nuclear waste tanks of the
Hanford Site. In addition to measurements on reference materials, examples of
spectra taken from tank core samples are presented.

One of the earliest systematic analytical investigations of Raman
spectroscopy, that of Irish and ChenI, presents a survey of the analytical

• properties of a large number of organic and inorganic compounds. Included in

this group are NaNO3 and (NH4)_SO4, two of the target compounds of our
investigation. The referenceo paper deals mainly with problems of quantifying
spectroscopic responses at a time when paper was the recording medium for
measured data.

Harston 2 reported a Raman-based analysis procedure for oxyanions iT_
high-level radioactive wastes. The anions were nitrite, sulfate, chromate.
phosphate and aluminate. This work also was based on application to the

*Author to whom correspondence should be directed.
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Hanford deposits. Sample conditions treated are similar to those in our work.
Analytical sensitivities are expressed as ratios to the response of a similar
molar concentration of nitrate.

Miller 3 extended the work of Marston to cover six anions, also presumed
to be in alkaline solution. These are aluminate, chromate, nitrate, nitrite,
phosphate, and sulfate. A procedure was developed for determination of these
in alkaline solution based upon measurement of peak areas attributable to each
analyte. This work was further extended in a study of the effects of changing
sample composition on analytical response 4. In this, the major thrust was to
examine the effect of change in sodium ion concentration.

In the 13 years since the appearance of Reference 4, many papers dealing
with the Raman behavior of some of these compounds have been published.
However, most of them are not relevant to this effort.

Recently Davies s presented a general review of applications of Raman
analysis in inorganic chemistry. Emphasis was placed on the capabilities that
exist for distinguishing between components that are difficult to separate.
such as polymorphic forms of the same compound, and on the use of low
frequency bands that are often important in compounds containing heayy atoms
and which are difficult to measure in the infrared. Irish and Ozeki _ have
discussed the identification of inorganic species in solutions, using Raman
observations with sulfate as one of the examples.

Our work builds upon the earlier efforts. However, we now benefit F,-um
very substantial improvements in equipment that considerably extend the range
of applicability of Raman measurements. Most particularly, the charge-coupled
device (CCD) detector provides sensitivity comparable to that of the
photomultipliers that were used in the earlier work but gives much better
abscissa accuracy. Greater accuracy makes it possible to make better use of
even small differences in analyte responses.

Earlier workers have stressed the point that variations in sample
concentration cause variation in the position and shape of analyte peaks.
Accordingly, they generally suggested the use of peak area measurements for
quantitation. One consequence of this approach is it makes it difficult to
deal With the many possible combinations of analytes because of spectral
interference.

Our work is based on application to samples, which are mixtures of solids
and liquids that contain NaNO3 as the major component and which are strongly

• alkaline (around pH 12). We report below on an examination of the effects of
pH and ionic strength. We find that peak positions shift with substantial
changes in ionic strength. Our results are intended to be applied to systems
in which the ionic strength is substantially constant, owing to the large
concentrations of NaNO3 and much smaller analyte concentrations. Under these
conditions, analyte peaks do not shift in position or in shape. We
demonstrate this by showing that it is possible to remove spectral
contributions by the major component without distorting the contributions by a
minor component. One important i',:_plicatioll is that s_ectral iriL_rfe_e_[_:)
need not be a hindrance in analyzing these mixtures.

2
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One of the useful features of Raman measurements is the ability to do
direct measurements on solids; this is important in the current application.
Accordingly, we have undertaken to examine the behavior of all target
substances in the solid phase. Measurements have been made with the view that
they mast provide the information necessary to distinguish between material in
the solid and liquid phases of a single sample. We also have prepared
standard curves on solid samples to determine limits of detection.

. We present the spectra of the target compounds, primarily illustrating
the region around 1,000 cmI, which contains the major peaks of nitrate and
sulfate and the region around 2,000 cmI in which the ferrocyanide and
ferricyanide responses occur. Considerable care has been taken in determining
peak positions because this is critical in applying reference spectra to
mixture analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents. Most reagents were obtained by purchasing the best available
grade and using them as received. The exceptions were Ni2Fe(CN)6, Na2NiFe(CN)_
and NaCsNiFe(CN)6. These were prepared following procedures found int_e)
literature 7. Elemental analyses agreed reasonably well with expected values.

Spectroscopic Conditions. Measurements at Florida State University were
made with a J-Y HR640a 0.64-m focal length spectrograph fitted with an
1,800-grooves/mm grating and an 1,152 x 298-element front-illuminated CCD
detector that was obtained from Princeton Instruments b. This system used a
fiber optic sampling arrangement that has been described 8. A 286- or 386-
type personal computer was used as host to the detector controller, running
software written by us in the C++ language. Spectra taken at the llanford Site
were made using a Spexc Model 500 0.5-m spectrometer, fitted with a
1,200-grooves/mm grating and a ],024 x 1,024 back-illuminated CCD detector,
also from Princeton Instruments.

These measurements were made using the 514.5-mm line of an Ar-ion laser.
Exposure times were set to produce a signal corresponding to approximately
80 percent of the range of the detector. If desired, measurement time was
extended by taking replicate exposures to produce the desired siqnal-to-noise
(S/N)-ratio. A considerable number and variety of measurements were involved

_ in this work. However, in a typical case at Florida State University, the
• measurement might involve laser power of 200 mWat the sample and a total

exposure time of 10 min. Throughout, the spectrometer slit was set at 300 #m.
which gives a bandpass of about 7 cm_ . Measurements at Hanford weFe illade
using a 200-mW air-cooled laser, which produced about 100 mWat the sample.

Some spectra were made using a Bomem DAB interferometer that is fitted
with accessories for Raman measurements, it is used with a Hd:YAG laser from
Lee Laser providing about ] W at the sample and a liquid-nitrogen coole,J Ce-I
detector. Measurements were made at 4-cm resolution. Spectra _._e_e
calculated using the manufacturer's software, which runs on a VAXd co_,put___,.
After this treatment, the data were converted to I.IS-DOS_ format for ._ubseque)_
examination.
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Sample Geometry. With the dispersive system, solid reference materials
were measured in a cylindrical container that was fitted with a glass bottom.
The fiber optic probe was mounted on a micrometer-controlled stage to allow
reproducible positioning, typically i mmfrom the glass plate and tilted at a
slight angle (about 15 degrees) to minimize direct reflection into the pickup
fiber. For solid samples, the container was rotated at about i rpm to
increase the area from which the signal was collected and to minimize the
effects of sample inhomogeneity. The design of this locally constructed
sampling jig is illustrated in Figure IA. Liquid samples were either measured
in this container or in glass vials, in either case using the fiber optic
probe.

-

We have also found it useful to use a rotating sample container to
minimize heating and provide spatial averaging in measurements made with the
Fourier Transform (FT) Raman system. This locally constructed sampling jig is
illustrated in Figure IB. It mounts directly in the sample slide holder
provided by the manufacturer. The sample container is a 5-mm diameter nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) tube. Excitation and collection is through the side
wall of the container.

Figure IA. Rotating Sample Figure IB. Rotating Sample Jig
Jig For the Dispersive For the Fourier Transform

Instrument. Instrument.

Micrometer _

Positioners., _I_": ::I}! ....
Motor & _i'.!ii:ii_::::i!:_

Bo,,D,,,,e iii',i', //1 Sample f'!_!_t:!::i:::: Sample in
iiii --1 ili':i::iiiii:: NMR Tube ---------

:i:i:: Motor & Belt
[llt_, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:,:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.i:i:i. D r iv e

" ,i I

• p r o b e {:::::::::::::: :-:

Limits of Detection. Limits of detection (LOD) were obtained for several
compounds and are reported in Table I. For this purpose a series of samples
with varying concentrations of analyte were prepared. From a linear
regression on their spectral responses, using least-squares fitting to
quantify peak sizes the slope (S) and standard deviation of the intercept, o i,
was calculated. LODwere taken as 3oi,/S.
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Table I. Limitsof Detection.
, ,,,i

Limits of Correlation
Analyte DiIuent Detection Coefficient

Fe(CN)6"3 I M NaNO3 0.17 n_# 0.9998

Fe(CN)6"4 I M NaNO3 0.11 n_f 0.99992

K4Fe(CN)6 NAN03 O.6% O.9994

Na4Fe(CN)6 NAN03 3.9% O.994
,,,,

NO2"a H20 14.4ram O.9997
,,,,

NaNO2 NaNO3 I.12% O.9992

S04"b I M NaNO3 2.3 n_f O.9991

K2SO4 NaNO3 I.4% O.9996

NH4+C H20 O.13 M O.990

aAs NaNO_.
bAs (NH4_2S04.
CAs (NH4)2S04.

No internalstandardswere used for these measurements;LOD reflectany
uncertaintyin such variablesas samplepositioningor laser power. The
preparationof homogeneoussolid mixtures of known concentrationspresents a
problem. After considerableexperimentation,we settledupon the procedureof
binary dilutionsstartingwith a 50 percentw/w mixtureof analyteand
diluent. Sampleswere mixed using a vortexmixer. Measurementswere made
using the rotatingsample holder describedabove.

In many cases, the factor that determinedthe limit of detectionfor
solid sampleswas lack of sample homogeneity,rather than the actual
sensitivityof the analyteresponse. When sample homogeneityis a problem,
the detected analyteresponse is not proportionalto its bulk concentration,
causinga. to increase Na4Fe(CN)6in NaNO3 was a particularlydifficultcase.
The measured LOD is 3.9 percent. Howeverthe S/N (peak height/root-mean-
square)for a 1.5 percentmixture,based upon the largestof the three CN
compoundpeaks, is approximately95:1. The actual LOD should be around
0.2 percent.

Data Processing. Data sets taken on the dispersivespectrometerswere
correctedby subtractinga dark set. The detector array patternwas removed
by ratioingwith a white light spectrumthat had been similarlycorrectedfor
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dark current. The silicafrom the fiber optic normallymakes an appreciable
contributionto spectra. The spectralcontributionfrom silica alone was
obtained by recordinga spectrum using KCI. If spectrawere being prepared
for viewing,the silicabackgroundwas removedby interactive3ubtraction. If
quantitativemeasurementswere being made, then in some cases, the silica
spectrumwas includedas one of the references.

For successfulapplicationof subtractiontechniquesto the signals
producedby mixtures,it is essentialthat abscissaerrors be small. This is
particularlytrue of this work becausemany of the target analytesproduce
sharp peaks. Accordingly,along with all spectra,we recorded a neon
wavelength reference. The methodsthat we used for establishingpeak

positions_,_ for adjustingspectralpositionsalong the abscissa have beendescribed.

Some of the spectra illustratedin this report have been digitally
smoothed When this has been done, it is noted in the figure caption. The
methods that were used have been described.9'11 When any smoothingoperation
was carriedout, care was taken to ensure that no signal componentsfalling
within the bandpassof the Raman spectrumwere removed,except in the cases
describedbelow. The procedureused to determinethat the informationcontent
of spectra i_ not compromisedby smoothingis illustratedin Figure I of Shen,
et. al, 1992.9

The exceptionsnoted just above are the tank core sampleswhich fluoresce
at 514 rim. Removingvery low frequencycomponentscaused by fluorescence
makes it easier to see the Raman spectra. The procedureused involved
determiningvisuallywhere the baselinewas located. A polynomialwas run
through it and subtracted.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Nitrate. Sodium nitrate is the major componentin the tanks owing to
neutralizationof large amountsof nitric acid. Accordingly,it has received
detailedattention. Figure 2A shows the 1,000-cm" region for saturatedNaNO3
in water, solid KNO3, and solid NaNO3. Figure2B shows the corresponding
regionsfor UO2(NO])2, Nd(N03)3and La(N03)3. The positionsof the peaks in
this region are coITected_nTable II. _e believethat the uncertaintiesin
the values are less than 0.1 cm"I.

As the previousworkers pcintedou_, the position and width of the major
nitrate peak at approximately1,050-cm" shiftswith changes in concentration.
The shift from solid NaNO3 to NO_ in saturatedsolutionis more than 16 cm",
two orders of magnitudelarger than the uncertaintyin the measurement. It is
easy to distinguishbetweensolid and dissolvednitrate in samplesthat
contain both.

There also is a shift of about 2.6 cm"Ibetweensaturated (=7 M) and I M
solution. If the temperatureis known,this shouldprovide a way of
approximatingthe concentrationof a solution,based on measurementof peak
positions,rather than peak intensities.
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Figure 2A. Saturated Na_iO3 In Water (A), Solid KNO3 (B),
and Solid NaNO3 (C).

A

t ! I J
800 1000 1200 1400

Della Wavenumbers
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Figure 2B. Uranyl Nitrate (A), NeodymiumNitrate (B),
and LanthanumNitrate (C).
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Figure3. SaturatedNaNO2 in water (A), Solid KNO2 (B),
and Sol_d NaNO2 (C).

A.

B jL..

c.
I I I I

800 1200

Delta Wavenumbers

Note" The small peak near the center of each curve is caused by a
nitrate impurity.
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Table Ill. Nitrite Spectra.

Compound Major Peaks (cm1)

SaturatedNAN02a 8]6.9 ],330.5

KNO2 806.] ],320.6

NaNO2 828.5 ],325.8

aWatersolvent.

solution species showing broaderpeaks. The effect of change in pH at values
of 7, 10, 12, and 14 was checked,using ]0 percentNaNO2 in water. There were
no significantpeak shifts For this NaNO2 concentrationat pH 7, the major
peak was shifted +0.8 cmI "ina ] M NaNO3, and +2.8 cm in saturatedNaNO3,
each comparedwith the position in water.

Sulfate. Figure 4 presents sectionsof the I,O00-cm_ region For Five
forms of sulfate, solld Na2SO_, solid K2SO,,solid BaSO4, solid (NH4)2SO4 and
0.] M (NH4)2SO4. The positionsof the analyticallyimportantpeaks are shown
in the Table IV. Each of these can be distinguishedFrom ,he other For both
quantitativepurposes. However, there is less difference in peak width
between solid and solutionspecies than is true For other ions.

Tab|e IV. Sulfate Spectra.

Major Peaks
Compound Positions Minor Peak Positions(cm_)

(cm"I)
.......................

Na2SO_ 992.9 l,lO].4 1,132.0 1,153.0
...............

K_SO_ 983.6 ],093.6 l,]07.4 l,]45.7

BaS04a 988.6 1,084.8 I,I03.6 1,142.8 1,169.1
, , ,.................

(NH4)SO_ 975.0 452 615 ],416 l,688
..... . ..............

O.] M 979 9
(NH4)2S04b

-I
aAdditionalpeaks at 453, 460, 616, and 645 cm
bWater solvent.

]1
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Figure 4. NazSO4 (A), KzSO4 (B), BaSO4, (C) (NH4)zS04(D),

and 0.I M (NH4)zS04""(E).

_/LA___

t

C. L_ _ _ -

l | l

800 1000 1200

Delta Wavenumbers

"This curve has been smoothedby digital filtering.

"This curve is scaledapproximatelyx 10 relativeto the others.
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Ferricyanide. The major peaks for Na3Fe(CN)6,K3Fe(CN)6 and ferricyanide
ion in IM NaNO} solution are shown in Figure5. Peak posit_onsare collected
in Table V. With 5145-A excitation,the solid ferricyanidesshowed
discoloration,which was accompaniedby changesin the relativeheights of the
two 2,IO0-cm"Ipeaks. Reductionin laser power did not entirely eliminatethe
problem. There also was some difficultyin measuringspectra for these
specieswith the FT Raman system using I0645-Aradiation,but operation at
lower than normal power did producereproduciblespectra.

The behavior of ferricyanideion was checked at pH 8, 10, 12, 13.5, and
13.9. There was a monotonic increasein positionof peak maximum as pH
increased However, the total range of changewas approximately0.3 cm"I
only slightly larger than the O.2-cmI standarddeviationfor this
measurement. Changing from I M to saturatedNaNO3 caused a shift of 1.0 cm"I
towards higher wavenumbers.

Ferrocyanides. The major peaks for five forms of ferrocyanide,solid
Na_Fe(CN)6,K4Fe(CN)6,NaCsNiFe(CN)6and Na2NiFe(CN)6,and ferrocyanideion in
I M NaNO3 solution are shown in Figure 6. Positionsof the major peaks are
collectedin Table VI. Like ferricyanide,ferrocyanideshows a slight shift
in peak position to higher wavenumberswith increasingpH in the range of pH 7
to 13.9. In solution,the peaks show a shift of +1.7 cm"Iwhen the
electrolyteconcentrationis changedfrom I M to saturatedNaNO3.

Phosphate. Spectral regionscontainingthe major peaks for Na_PO4.12H20
and for saturatedNa3PO4 in water are shown in Figure 7. The positlons for
the observed peaks for phosphateare collectedin Table VII.

Waste Tank Materials. Radioactivewastes have been generatedby nuclear
fuel reprocessingoperationsat the HanfordSite for more than 40 years.
Throughoutthis time, wastes have been stored as alkaline liquids and slurries
in near-surfaceundergroundtanks. As part of efforts to reduce the volume of
wastes, 1_Cs was removed from the supernatantin the tanks by precipitation
with sodium nickel ferrocyanide. As a result of the use of several plutonium
recoveryprocesses and a varietyof methodsto manage the volume of stored
tank wastes, the chemical compositionof tanks vary widely. Tank wastes are
thoughtto be complexmixtures of mostly inorganicsalts with lesser amounts
of organicmaterials,mostly presentas salts of organic acids. Samples taken
from tanks are for the most part deeply colored,presumably a result of the
presenceof relativelylarge amountsof iron- and nickel-containingcompounds.
Given the complexityof these materialsand the usual concern about
fluorescenceinterference,some skepticismabout the utilityof Raman
measurementsis both expected and understandable. An early test of the
potentialutility of the method was needed. To this end, spectrahave been
obtainedfrom both nonradioactivetank waste simulantsand real tank waste
materialsin a hot cell.

$imulants. Variousmaterialsthoughtto mimic tank wastes in chemical,
physical,and opticalpropertieshave been made. We wished to determinethe
limit of detection for a target speciesin a deeply-coloredmatrix. One
readily availablesimulant is a dark brown paste-likematerial. The recipe
for preparationof this material includessodiumnitrate, sodium aluminate,
sodiumhydroxide, sodium metasilicate,ferricnitrate, sodium phosphate,
calcium nitrate,magnesiumnitrate,manganese(II) nitrate, and water. We

13
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Figure 5. Solid Na3Fe(CN)6(A), Solid K_Fe(CN)6(B),.t

and Ferricyanidein I M NaNO_ (C).

c. \
1 I I I

1900 2000 2100 2200

Delta Wavenumbers

"CurvesA and B were recordedwith I0604-Aexcitationusing a Fourier
transforminstrument.

*'CurveC was recordedon a dispersivespectrometerwith 5145-A
excitation.

14
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Table V. FerricyanideSpectra.

Compound Peak Positions (cmI)

Ferricyanidein IM NaNO3 2,135.1

a 2 129 2 2 135.6K]Fe(CN)6 , • ,

Na3Fe(CN)6 2,139.2 2,146.3

aAdditionalminor peaks at 124, 160, and 177 cm .

spiked a weighedamount of this materialwith a weighed amount of Na4Fe(CN)6,
thoroughlymixing it by repeatedcutting and foldingwith a spatula. To
minimizethe effect of any remainingsample inhomogeneity,we ran this sample
in the samplingjig describedpreviously.

Nine replicatespectrawere recorded,each with an exposuretime of
I min. One such spectrumis shown in Figure 8. Comparisonof the sample
spectrawith the referencespectrumfor solid Na4Fe(CN)6 suggeststhat at
least two CN containingcomponentsare present in the sample. The additional
componentmay well be the Fe(CN)6"4anion in solution.

Least squaresfittingof the Na4Fe(CN)6referencespectrumto the sample
spectrawas used to quantitatethe ferrocyanidesignal. The limit of
detectionwas taken to be the analyteconcentrationthat would producea fit
value equal to three times the standarddeviation,that is,

LOD = 3afit x wt.%/avg fit value.

This proceduregave LOD equalling0.25 percentNa4Fe(CN)6,assumingequal
scatteringby all CN-containingspecies. This result comparesfavorablywith
LOD obtained in a NaNO3 matrix, suggestinglittle or no interferencefrom the
complex,coloredmatrix.

Hot Cell Measurements. Measurementson real tank wastes were carried out
in a hot cell. A two-fiberprobe, approximately6 m in length,was installed
through the hot cell wall. Outsidethe hot cell the probe was connectedto
the laser and Raman spectrometer. Inside the hot cell the end of the probe
was positionedwith a remote manipulatorto obtain spectra from the
radioactivetank waste materials.

Some resultsare shown in Figuresg through 12. Figure 9 is the spectrum
of a tank material in the region that containsthe nitrate response,which is
the prominentpeak in this sample. As is true for most complex samples,these
fluoresce. In Figure 9 the fluorescencecomponentis responsiblefor the
archingbackgroundthat underliesthe whole spectrum. The fluorescence
componenthas been removedfrom Figures 10 through 12.

15
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Figure 6. Na_Fe(CN)6.1OH20(A), K4Fe(CN)6.3H20
FerrocyanideIon, Saturated,in I M NaNO_ (C),)'

(B

NaCsNiFe(CN)6(D), and Na2NiFe(CN)6 (E).

9

A.

B.

C.

D.

; E.
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1900 2000 2100 2200 2300
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Figure 7. SaturatedNa3PO4 in water (A) and Na3PO4,12H20(B).

I

A.

B.

..... I , i 1

800 1000 1200

Delta Wavenumbers

Table VII. PhosphateSpectra.
............

Compound Major Peaks (cm"1)

NaaPO4.12H20a 94I.'_ l,005,8 I,069.2
, , .. i ,, ,,,, ,i ., ,i

SaturatedNa3PO4 936 5 1 066 4i n water " ' "
,I ...............

"Additionalpeaks at 422 and 563 cm"I.
e

18
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Figure 8_i Solid Na4Fe(CN)6'IOH_O(A) SimulantSpikedth Na4Fe(CN)6(B), an_ Simuiant (C).
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,i
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C

I I I I

Delta W avenumber s

Figure g. NitrateRegion Spectrumof Waste Tank Material.
(Prominentpeak is nitrate.)
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t

Figure 10. Tank Waste, Nitrate Region (A to C)
and NaNO3 reference spectrum (D).

i .. I i __ t ,__

2400 2800 3200
Delta Wavenumbers

*Differentlocationson the same core.

Figure II. Tank Core CN Region: One Minute Integration(A) and
Ten Minute IntegrationWith Spectra Taken on DifferentDays (B}.
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